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Abstract 
Documentation in research activities consist of multiple works. Such combined documenting involves the contexts in its 
processes of polish. Polish contexts are often valuable hints that can be utilized for later works. However, it is difficult for most 
users, especially beginners, to manage the polish contexts and utilize them satisfactorily. This research aims to develop methods 
for organizing the contexts along with their strategic accumulation. A method to extract the important portion of the accumulated 
context information network is also proposed. 
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1. Introduction 
Research documenting consists of multiple works such as paper compositions, discussions, and surveys of 
literature. It is clearly important, yet quite difficult, for researchers to utilize the polish contexts since the contexts 
continue to increase by trial and error and also tend to be scattered. This problem is particularly serious in the case of 
research beginners. In this research, we have developed methods for strategic accumulation of the polish contexts 
and their organization [1]. Specifically, we generate a context information network based on analyses of hidden 
contexts implied as relationships between multiple files (e.g., the draft of an academic paper, presentation slides, and 
memorandums) and the manners of file usage of individual users. We also propose a method to extract the important 
portion of the generated context information network based on the Small World structure [2]. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of extraction of important portion of polish context network. 
 
2. Method for accumulation of polish contexts and their organization 
At first, an automatic acquisition SURJUDPPRQLWRUVHDFKXVHU¶VZRUNRQD3&DQGUHFRUGVhis or her operation 
logs in a local repository. Currently, this program collects operation logs including info on target file and format, 
type of operation, and operation date. There are two kinds of relationship between any pair of operations: an explicit 
relationship, such as referring to different versions of the same file, and an implicit relationship, such as copying and 
pasting sentences from one file created in one work into another file during editing. A context network is generated 
by connecting contexts on the basis of analyses of these relationships and time series. 
3. Extraction of important portion of the context network based on Small World 
Our main objective is to facilitate UHVHDUFK EHJLQQHU¶V understanding of the important portion of a context 
network. We have thus proposed a method for extracting this portion in the context network. Here, we assume the 
focused node (e.g., a professor specifies a focus node for guidance). 
We focus on the contribution of each node in the Small World network. A network is considered Small World 
when it satisfies the following indicators [2], where L represents average path length, C represents cluster coefficient, 
and Lrand, Crand are the L, C of the random graph with the same number of edges and nodes as the target network. 
  (1) 
 
In the proposed method, the important portion of the context network is extracted in the following steps. 
1. Extract the neighborhood sub-network of the focused node. 
2. Adjust the extracted sub-network while reflecting the characteristics of the polish contexts. 
Repeat adjustment until it satisfies the Small World criteria. 
3. Calculate the contribution degree of each node in the neighborhood sub-network. 
4. Extract the nodes with contribution degrees more than a certain level. 
As a result, this method makes it possible to suggest the gaze target to research beginners (Fig. 1). 
4. Conclusion 
We proposed methods for generating a polish context network and for extracting the important portion on the 
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